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Abstract—This paper investigates the issue of device clus-
tering for fault monitoring in Internet of Things(IoT) device
management system. To detect the faulty device quickly, fault
monitoring must be conducted regularly and often. Therefore, it
is desirable to reduce the communication cost for fault monitoring
.Fault recovery is also an important factorin device management
system. We model our problem as a multidepot fixed destination
multiple traveling salesman problem in an integer programming
(IP) formulation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things(IoT) is one of the most upcoming

technology which has created a great impact in the present

technology era. It is a collection of network enabled devices

(objects) which are controlled remotely. This IoT(Internet of

Things)is nothing but a mixture of wireless sensor network

(WSN) , embedded systems [1], [2]. Associating with these

devices it has anticipated that the IOT will creat a mass

effect in day to day life and also will acceptable in numerous

application,for example,health care, smart home, smart car etc

[3], [4]. With the help of heterogeneous sensors and embedded

technology numerous IoT devices have been composed . The

main challenge in IoT is to manage and maintain large number

of devices and react smartly according to the data generated

by them.

Adaptation to non-critical failure is essential for any IoT

application like health care and smart car. Fault tolerance is

also an important factor in any IoT application. Device is a

collection of heterogeneous sensors where different battery

energy and functionality are used. IoT nodes or devices

are deployed with multiple multi-purpose sensors, where as

the wireless sensor nodes are single-purpose sensors. Each

device in IoT system perform a particular task. A service

in a IoT system is a subset of IoT sensor devices perform

a particular task [5], [6]. For example,all kinds of small

appliances, light bulbs, door sensors, and other home products

can automatically turn on and off when triggered by certain

actions. Smart homes make life more comfortable, and they’re

typically designed to be power-efficient, which could save you

money.IoT system provide a multiple set of services.Service

management or device management is a big challenge in IoT.

Minimize the overall network traffic is a critical factor

in energy constraint devices [7], [8], [9], [10]. Sen Zhou

et al. [11] proposed a device clustering approache for fault

monitoring, but they are not consider link failure between

devices and one device can connect multiple devices and not

consider any special loop(those nodes can’t form a loop) .

Our objective is to design a fault monitoring mechanism for

IoT middleware to reduce communication overhead over a

heterogeneous devices or nodes from diverse location in an IoT

network to achieve the longest system lifetime. We propose a

device clustering mechanism according to the service provided

by the IoT system. Here we select a group of sensor device

as a cluster which perform a particular service. We propose a

framework which makes an energy efficient , less interference

paths to reduce communication cost on the same network. We

model our problem as a multidepot fixed destination multiple

traveling salesman problem and formulate with integer pro-

gramming. Each depot has one and only one salesman.

The motivation for fault monitoring in IoT is identify faulty

devices in a service. The simplest route for fault monitoring

is to utilize a central controller. The controller sends surveys

to device intermittently to request their status. In the event

that any strange conduct is recognized, or if a device doesn’t

answer, there might be a fault present. The central controller

will then consider which service might be at faulty on which

device.

But it faces scalability issue due to the number of devices

increases in a system or network. IoT system’s lifetime also

degraded because of more fault monitoring combinations.

Message transfer time for fault monitoring also increases. The

effect of this communication is waste of energy and resources.

Therefore we divide the IoT system into a number of cluster

according to the service provided by the devices.Each cluster

monitored individually and managed by Cluster Head(CH).

Each CH of each cluster keep the backup information of each

device. If any faulty device detect by other device in a cluster

and report to the CH then CH replace the service with backup

ones.

This paper is organized as follows. Specifically, in section II,

we present the related work of fault monitoring in IoT devices.

Then in section III and section IV , we discuss system model



and proposed technique of loop based clustering of devices.

We conclude the paper in section V.

II. RELATED WORK

Wireless sensors nodes change their topology due to high

mobility.For IoT nodes high mobility is not required. IoT

nodes is not high mobility , so stable clustering structure save

communication cost. All associating nodes not communicate

continuously in IoT system. Most of the nodes following

event-driven communication . If any event occurs then it

send the changed value to the other nodes of the system.

Nonetheless, this additionally implies that if no message is

received, an accepting device can’t tell whether nothing has

happened or the sender has fizzled. Therefore a control packet

is send periodically for detecting faulty device. So beacon

receiving device know that the sending device is alive. The

traditional clustering model LEACH was proposed by W. R.

Heinzelman et al. LEACH based on distributed algorithm

where CH selected by energy level of neighbors. Many re-

searcher have been proposed other model which are based

on LEACH. However, all clustering methods are star based

which show themselves with the accompanying issue like

number of packet transfer for fault monitoring is increase the

communication overhead. We propose a loop based clustering

technique to save communication cost for sending beacon

message. CH load also reduce.This loop based technology has

: (i) There is no critical cluster-heads defined in a loop , for

that reason suffers from chain reactions caused by changes of

CHs. (ii) Since every node is necessary to have knowledge

of other nodes within the loop, if the information of the local

loop reserved in one node is corrupt, by querying the neighbor

nodes, the loop knowledge can be recovered, which provides

the network with better robustness. (iii) one of the important

features of a loop is that there are two paths situates between

every two nodes i.e a backup route or path will be there

for message transfer during connection less condition. A big

cluster emerge monitoring overhead and scalability problem

. For, scalability and load balancing issue we have a lower

bound (L) and upper bound (U) of IoT nodes. Lower bound

is subject to the adaptation to fault tolerance necessity of

all applications in the framework. Upper bound is picked

in view of the most extreme number of nodes in a space

(e.g. smart room or Body area Network).Putting nodes from

various spaces into one bunch will bring additional monitoring

cost and is undesired. Setting an upper bound can likewise

restrict the search space for the monitoring. A timestamp is

used in all the device to measure control packet period. If the

control packet is not receiving within the period then reciver

timestamp stimulate the device to report the CH for faulty

device. Our aim is to find a CH and decide the sequence

for monitoring of nodes in each cluster which use minimal

communication cost.

III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

We model the service oriented device clustering for fault

monitoring as a graph G = (V,A) where V is the set of

vertices(i.e. all the nodes in the network) and A is the set

of arcs are assumed to be undirected. We consider that the

network is a mesh network where every vertex(also referred to

as a node) is reachable from every other vertex through one or

more hops in a network. Message period(timestamp) is same

for all the device. So, hop count measure the communication

cost. If ∀ u, v ∈ V , ∃ (u, v) ∈ A ∧ (v, u) ∈ A, then (u, v) is

a bidirectional link . cuv is the cost of the path or arc (u, v).
Device clustering problem (DCP) is to divide V into t sets

D ={ c1 , c2 , c3 , ...,cp,...,ct } as clusters and select A′,

a subset of A, as a packet traverse toor in a cluster for fault

monitoring in each cluster, so that :

∗ ∀ u ∈ V and u ∈ cp i.e. u one and only belongs to one

cp.

∗ cp ∈ D, the size of each cluster define by |cp| , is between

lower bound L and upper bound U , or L ≤ |cp| ≤ U .

∗ ∀ u ∈ V is more than one incoming edge and more than

one outgoing edge in each cluster.

∗ ∀ (u, v) ∈ A′ so that u ∈ cp1 and v ∈ cp2 and p1 = p2.

∗ The cost of edges in A′ ,

∑

cu,v
(u, v) ∈A’

is minimized in a

cluster.

We model the fault monitoring problem as a multidepot

fixed destination multiple traveling salesman problem .

We first define the binary selection variable X = xuvp .

xuvp =

{

1 , if arc(u, v) is used on the tour (u, v) ∈ cp
0 , otherwise

(1)

xuvp=1 means control packet visit v immediately after u in

pth set.

The integer programming problem formulation is:

Objective:

min

∑

cu,v ∗ xuvp

(u, v) ∈ A′
(2)

subject to constraints:

∑

xuvp = 1
v

, ∀(u) ∈ A′and(u, v) ∈ cp (3)

Control packet has to leave every node. Every node is

monitoring exactly one other node.

∑

xuvp = 1
u

, ∀(v) ∈ A′and(u, v) ∈ cp (4)

Control packet has to enter every node. Every node is

monitored by exactly one other node.

∑

xuvp

u
=

∑

xvup

u
, ∀v ∈ A′ (5)

Two edges of the same node belongs to the same cluster.

For a control packet , su is the number of nodes visited on

that path from the origin up to node u(the visit number of the

uth node).su variable use for traversing the node u in a cluster.

If u is a CH in a cluster then u initialize by 1 and increment

by 1 after visiting each node in a cluster. U is the maximum



number of nodes in a cluster, thus 1 ≤ su ≤ U, ∀u ≥ 2. In

addition L minimum number of nodes in a cluster for fault

tolerance and load balancing, L ≤ su ≤ U must be satisfied.

su + (U − 2)

∑

xpup

p ∈ D
−

∑

xupp

p ∈ D
≤ U − 1, u ∈ A′ (6)

su +

∑

xpup

p ∈ D
+ (2− L)

∑

xupp

p ∈ D
≥ 2, u ∈ A′ (7)

Constraint (6) and (7) impose bound of the number of nodes

a control packet visit.

xpu + xup ≤ 1, p ∈ D,U ∈ A′ (8)

Constraint (7) prohibit a control packer serving only a single

node.

Sub-tour elimination constraints are:

su− sv+Uxuv +(U − 2)xvu ≤ U − 1, u 6= v, u, v ∈ A′ (9)

xuv ∈ 0, 1, ∀u, v ∈ A (10)

Here O(tn2) binary variables and O(n2) constraints. Since

Multidepot fixed destination multiple traveling salesman prob-

lem is an NP-hard problem. In our model each CH there is

only one control packet . So, our problem also an NP-hard

problem.

IV. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE

Here we propose a loop-based clustering technique for fault

monitoring in IoT device management. It executes on an on-

demand basis and discovers a configurable loop topology for

the fault monitoring. Because the nodes in sensor networks are

likely to be fixed and the transmission radious of each sensor

is configurable , the algorithm assumes that (i) it is applied in

a fully connected network with only bidirectional links, (ii)
each node has a unique identifier throughout the network ,

and (iii) during one execution of the algorithm , topology of

the algorithm keeps unchanged. A loop is a bidirectional path

which begins and ends with the same node. There is at most

one connection between every two node, that is, if there exist

two edges ei and ej connecting vx and vy , then ei and ej
must be identical, so a path from vn to vm can be defined as a

sequence of only vertices’s {vn, vn+1,........, vm} . We define

a loop as a sequence of vertices {vn, vn+1,........, vm} where

vi 6= vj(i 6= j) for any n ≤ i ≤ m − 1 and n ≤ j ≤ m − 1
, and vn = vm. The length of a loop is the number of hops

from vi to vj , equal to the number of nodes on the loop - 1.

Let l be a loop. When len(l) is smaller than 3, either the node

is isolated or l is a round trip between two nodes. A loop with

only two nodes is regarded as a special loop.

Message structure:

Hello Message(Hello): each node periodically broadcasts

Hello message to its adjacent nodes within its range to

discover neighbors and establish a link. The content of Hello

message includes message type , sender node ID and neighbor-

list.

Loop Discovery Request(LDR): this message is used to

discover loops in the network and its content includes message

type, sender node ID, message sequence number and link

information. These are stored into an array.

The basic principle of this process is to establish clusters

based on loops in the heterogeneous sensor devices with

bidirectional links. Loop based clustering for fault monitoring

consists of the following components :

1. Neighbor discovery and link formation

2. Cluster discovery and delete nested Cluster

3. Finding monitoring sequence of each cluster

4. Faulty device detection

5. Cluster reconstruction

• Neighbor discovery and link formation

Every node periodically broadcast Hello message to its neigh-

bors in every t1 seconds. Each sensor node can detect only

events that are within certain range of it. Shape of the detected

area is rectangular or square because sensors are deployed

in a room or in a office. How can we use a minimum

number of sensor nodes achieving requirement of coverage

and connectivity is a NP-hard problem. It also continuously

listens for similar transmission from other nodes. Each node

has its own unique ID. When a node receive a Hello message

, it checks whether its own ID is in the neighbor-list of Hello.

If it is true then discard the Hello message. If its own ID

is not present in the neighbor-list then receiver node add its

ID to the Hello message and establish a link with the sender

node and broadcast the Hello message. Receiver node and

sender node will store the neighbor IDS and link information

obtained from Hello message in its neighbor-table. If an node

can’t receive Hello message from one neighbor in t2 seconds,

it will decide that the link between them is already failed and

delete this neighbor from neighbor-table.

• Cluster discovery and delete nested cluster

Searching the loop in network firstly, and considering a

discovered loop as a cluster, then each node in a cluster

acquires the routing to other nodes in the same cluster. Initially,

all the nodes in the network are initial nodes. If any node

found a loop, then we consider that node as a ClusterHead
(CH).For loop building, we choose a range L and U for

the number of nodes in one loop. Any nested loops must be

deleted. We notice that each node is prone to join the earliest

discovered loop and does not take into account whether it is

good . So the result of loop-based technique discovered is

hard to predict. The simplest criterion for determining good

loops is the length of the loop. If the network is clustered with

bigger loops , the communication cost is minimized and it is

easier for routing . However, since there are more nodes on

one loop , the possibility of connection loss increases and then

the topology becomes less stable. So, to choose a good loop

length is a trade-off between communication cost and stability.

The detailed steps are described in Algorithm 1, Algorithm

2 and Algorithm 3.



Algorithm 1: Cluster Configuration(V, L, U)

Input: Set of nodes V = {1, 2, ....., n}; lower bound L and
upper bound U of cluster size

Result: D = { c1, c2, c3, ..., cp, ..., ct } , CHp is the head
of cluster cp ∈ D

1 while |V | 6= 0 do
2 Select a node s ∈ V as a source node arbitrarily from

network(in general convenient for operation and
management)

3 Send(s,Neighbor List(s), LDR);
4 Receive(r,LDR); /* ∀r ∈ V */
5 if r.ID /∈ LDR then
6 Update(r.ID,LDR);
7 Send(r,Neighbor List(r), LDR);

8 else
9 Discard LDR ;

10 if Receive(r,LDR)>1 then
11 cp ← Each Cluster Formation(r,LDR[]);
12 CHp ← r ;
13 Cluster Aware Message(CHp,cp);

14 Add(cp,D);
15 V ← V − cp; /*cp ∈ D*/

16

Algorithm 2: Each Cluster Formation(r, LDR[])

Input: Set of LDR messages LDR = {1, 2, ....., n}, r
Result: cp, r ← CHp

1 LDRm = {y1, y2, ...., yi, ....., ym, r} ;
2 LDRn = {z1, z2, ...., zj , ....., zn, r};
3 if (yi == zj and yx 6= zy)and(i < x < m and j < y < n)

then
4 if ({r, ym, ....., yi, zj , ...., zn, r} ==

TRUE and{r, zn, ...., zj , yi, ...., ym, r} == TRUE)
then

5 cp ← cluster(r);

6 if (L ≤ |cp| ≤ U ) then
7 cp ← accepted;

8 else if (|cp| < L and Neighbor Cluster(cp) > L) then
9 Share nodes Neighbor Cluster(cp) to cp;

10 else if (|cp| <
L and (can′t form a cluster sharing with neighbor cluster))
then

11 cp ← Special Cluster;

12 else
13 cp ← rejected and add cp to S;

14 Nested cluster should be deleted and bigger one (contain
maximum nodes)should be remain.

15 return cp
16

• Finding monitoring sequence of each cluster

After deciding the monitoring clusters, we need to find the

monitoring sequence so that the total communication cost is

minimized. This is the classical travelling salesman problem

(TSP) , a well known NP-hard combinatorial problem.

Here we find the possible link of each node in a cluster cp
and select the shortest path. Let cp = (V ′, A′) is a complete

Algorithm 3: Cluster Aware Message(CHp, cp)

Input: Set of nodes of a cluster cp = {1, 2, ....., n} ,CHp

Result: Add nodes of cp to cluster(cp) List
1 CHp ← Generate(CAM) /*Cluster Aware Message(CAM)*/;
2 while ∀nodes cluster(cp)← visited do
3 Send(CHp,v,CAM); / ∗ v ∈

Neighbor List(CHp), i.e v = ym or v = zn ∗ /
Receive(v,CAM)

4 if v already received CAM then
5 discard CAM

6 else
7 Add(v, cluster(cp) List);
8 Send(v, t,CAM) /*t ∈ Neighbor List(v) */

9

weighted graph which is used to represent a TSP, where V ′

is the set of n devices and A′ is the set of arcs(paths) fully

connecting all devices in a cluster. Each arcs (u, v) ∈ A′ is

assigned a communication cost cuv , which is the distance be-

tween devices u and v. In a TSP problem , the arficial ants are

distributed randomly to these n devices . Each ant will choose

the next to visit according to the pheromone trail remained

on the paths. Then artificial ants have ”memory” which is

used to remember the nodes (devices) they have visited and

therefore they would not select those nodes again. The artificial

ants are know the communication distance netween two nodes

and prefer to choose the nearby nodes from their positions.

Therefore , the probability that node v is selected by ant k to

be visited after node u could be written as follows:

pkuv =

{

[τuv ]
α.[ηuv ]

β

∑
a∈Wk(u) [τua]

α[ηua]
β if v ∈ Wk(u)

0 otherwise
(11)

where τuv is the intensity of pheromone trail between nodes

(u, v), α the adjustable positive parameter that control τuv ,

ηuv is the heuristic visibility of node v from node u, which is

always 1/cuv, β the adjustable positive parameter that control

ηuv and Wk(u) is a set of nodes which remain to be visited

when the ant is at node u.

At the beginning, r ants are placed to the n nodes randomly.

Then each ant decides the next node to be visited according to

the probability pkuv given by Eq. (11). Every ant completes a

tour after n iterations of this process. Obviously, the ants with

shorter tours should leave more pheromone than those longer

tours. Therefore,the trail levels are updated as on a tour each

ant leaves pheromone quantity given by Q/Lk, where Q is

a constant and Lk the length of its tour, respectively. After

completing a tour each ant updating the pheromone amount

on each path could be written as follows:

τuv (t+ 1) = ρ. τuv (t) + ∆τuv (t) (12)

In this equation,

∆τuv (t) =

r
∑

k=1

∆τkuv(t) (13)



∆τkuv (t) = {Q/Lk , if ant k travels on arc (u, v)
0 otherwise

(14)

where t is the iteration counter , ρ (0 < ρ < 1) the

parameter to regulate the reduction of τuv, ∆τuv (t) the total

increase of trail level on arc (uv) and ∆τkuv(t) the increase

of trail level on edge(uv) caused by ant k, respectively. After

the pheromone trail updating process, the next iteration t+ 1
will start.

Ant colony optimization for TSP, the probability that node

v is selected by ant k to be visited after node u is computed

according to two factors, namely, that the pheromone trail

quantity distributed on the paths and the visibility of node

v from node u. A simple idea is that the probability should

also be computed by Eq.(11). , where the set Wk(u) is the set

of nodes which are not visited when the ant k is at node u.

And the updating rule of τuv is also followed by Eqs. (12)-

(14). Denote V Nk as the set of visited nodes by ant k. In this

Algorithm 4 describe the process of monitoring sequence of

each cluster.

Algorithm 4: Monitoring Sequence Each Cluster(Cp, CHp)

Input: Cluster cp , CHp

Result: S is the set of arcs for shortest tour

1 t = 0; /* t is time counter */

2 τuv = c; /*∀(u, v) ∈ A′*/

3 ∆τuv = 0 /*∀(u, v) ∈ A′*/

4 for k = 1 to r do

5 Place ant k on a node x randomly;

6 V Nk[]← x;

7 for k = 1 to r do

8 Choose the next node to be visited according to the

probability pkuv given by Eq. (11);

9 Move the ant k to the selected node;

10 Insert the selected node in V Nk;

11 for k = 1 to r do

12 Move the ant k from V Nk(n) to V Nk(1);
13 Compute the tour length Lk traveled by ant k ;

14 Update the shortest tour found.

15 for k = 1 to r do

16 Update the pheromone trail density τuv according to

Eq.(12)-(14);

17 t = t+ 1;

18 if t < TIME MAX then

19 Empty all V Nk; Goto step 4;

20 else

21 Print the shortest tour S.

• Faulty device detection

Fault detection in a network is an essential task before data

transmission. In our model we have used a beacon message

Neighbor Alive Message(NAM) as a control packet is send pe-

riodically for detecting faulty device(DE). We check whether

the devices(DEs) are working or not because unnecessary time

loss occurs in sending data to faulty devices. Algorithm 5

describe the process.

Algorithm 5: Faulty Devices Detection(Cpms
, CHp, NAM)

Input: Monitoring sequence of a cluster at time

t1, Cpms
= {dp, dq, dr, ....., dt, dp}, dp ←

CH,NAM
Result: Faulty devices

DE = {da, db, ...., dc}whereDE ∈
Cpms

and |DE| < |cpms
|

1 Each device of Cpms
send() and receive() NAM message

at ∆t time interval;

2 Let devices x, y ∈ Cpms
and monitoring sequence is left

to right in cluster Cpms
;

3 y is the right neighbor of x
4 Device x send NAM message at ∆t time interval to y

and y send NAM message at ∆t time interval to right

neighbor of y.;

5 Send(x,y,NAM);

6 Send(y,Right Neighbor(y),NAM);

7 Device y receive NAM message at ∆t time interval from

x and ;

8 if !Receive(y, x,NAM) /*y not receive NAM message

from x at ∆t time*/ then

9 Device x is faulty and report to dp.;

10 Add x to DE and dp provide backup;

11

• Cluster recovery

If any link failure occurs then a cluster node send link failure

notification to it’s neighbors in the same cluster and try to find

any alternate link to form a new cluster.

Fig. 1. Simulation results for the network.

For example, as shown in Fig (1) node a, b, c, d, e, f pe-

riodically broadcast Hello message to its neighbors in every



T1 seconds. Each node has an unique ID. These 6 nodes can

obtain their neighbor information and establish a bidirectional

link through the process of neighbor discovery. Suppose LDR
messages are being transfered from node a to b, c and d.

Here a is the source node which is taken arbitrarily. Node

b, c and d receives LDR message , add their ID at the end of

LDR and send to its neighbors. When a gets LDR forwarded

from b, c and d, those messages will be discard because a is

found in LDR.Let L = 4 and U = 10. Node c receives two

LDR messages a, b, c and a, c. But loop{c, b, a} can’t form

because total no of nodes is less than L value. When node c
receives two LDR message a, b, c and {a, d, c} then loop or

cluster{c, d, a, b} form where total no of nodes greater than

L and less than U. Cluster Aware message (CAM ) send to

all the nodes of a cluster for being a member of a cluster.

We can see the loop e, c, d, a, b has a nested loop {c, d, a, b}.
So, we delete nested loop {c, d, a, b} . We consider loop

{e, c, d, a, b} as an example. Each node send NAM message

to its neighbor.Suppose node c send NAM message to its

neighbor {b, d}. If {c− b} link failure then {c, a, b, d} loop is

form. Node f can not form a loop. so {e, f} is a special loop.

V. CONCLUSION

We proposed loop-based clustering for service oriented fault

monitoring system in device management of IoT. This is

designed to neighbor discovery and link formation , clus-

ter discovery and delete nested cluster,finding monitoring

sequence of each cluster,faulty device detection and cluster

reconstruction. This takes lower communication overhead.
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